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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates why and how macroeconomic volatility in source countries interacts 

with their FDI outflows. The study focuses on FDI flowing out from OECD countries to less 

developed countries in the ASEAN region. Using a panel data encompassing 52 country-pairs 

over the period 1996-2011, I find a negative correlation between FDI outflows and 

macroeconomic volatility in source countries. More specifically the empirical results suggest 

an adverse relationship between inflation and output volatility (business cycles fluctuations) 

and FDI flows – the more macroeconomic volatility in developed economies the lesser FDI 

flows to less developed economies, which is explained by Keynesian theories. These findings 

derive from a gravity model approach, which enabled me to control for host country 

determinants. In order to estimate these relationships I adopted a random effects model and a 

tobit model. The reason behind the use of these two models derives from the different views 

within this branch of research because of censored FDI statistics. The thesis is inspired by 

Éric Rougier’s et al. work on how macroeconomic volatility in European countries interacts 

with FDI flows to the MENA region (2012).1  
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1. Introduction  

A small note to the reader before she begins to read. The relatively long introductory part is 

justified by invoking 1) the importance of FDI (volatility) itself, 2) the importance of studying 

macroeconomic variables in source countries, and 3) the importance of understanding the 

background to the problem (which is linked to the theoretical part). 

1.1 FDI as an essential economic variable 
In the light of current economic turmoil in developed economies, the necessity to 

uncover the economic effects on developing countries has become more urgent. Scholars, 

such as Jansen and Stockman (2004), have successfully shown that Foreign Direct Investment 

(FDI) constitute an economic channel through which economies may affect each other, and in 

addition to that it appears that FDI flows are varying considerably over time and space. We 

also know that FDI to a certain degree drives economic growth in many developing countries 

(Rogoff et al. (2007). Therefore, developing countries, in particular, are more exposed to 

external chocks such as variation in FDI flows.  

However, it is not clear whether FDI volatility due to macroeconomic volatility will 

act as amplifiers or shock absorbers in source and host countries (if pro-cyclical or counter-

cyclical); suggesting a complex relationship between macroeconomic volatility and FDI 

flows. Any general causal statements are difficult to make in regards of this linkage. The 

causal mechanism may be different in advanced and less advanced economies; foremost due 

to access to sound financial markets, but also due to reliance on government spending with 

respect to the cyclicality of fiscal policies (Rogoff et al. 2007:458). Rogoff et al (2007) also 

mention the ability in which labour moves across sectors as an influencing factor. But more 

important, the complex relationship between macroeconomic and FDI volatility is an outcome 

of “pull” and “push” factors. Pull factors are basically host country-specific (location-driven) 

factors that work to attract FDI. Push factors on the other hand are source country factors such 

as macroeconomic variables and business cycles conditions (Rogoff et al. 2007:461). These 

pull and push factor-combinations and fundamental differences between advanced and less 

advanced economies might affect FDI in different directions or intensity, and affect causality 

direction and intensity.  

Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that FDI volatility has an impact on host 

countries’ GDP volatility, affecting employment among other things. The research conducted 

by Loayza et al. (2007), a study on macroeconomic volatility in developing countries and why 

their growth is more instable than developed economies, suggests “sudden stops” of capital 

inflows as one of three main reasons. Developing countries experience larger exogenous 
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shocks than developed countries and they have weaker shock absorbers, making developing 

countries more sensitive to external fluctuations than developed countries. Lensink and 

Morrissey’s (2006) article in the review of international economics is only a small 

contribution to the extended pool of literature on the subject. Their study emphasises the 

relationship between FDI volatility and economic growth. The authors introduce a model in 

which FDI volatility increases the expected cost (hence uncertainty) of research and 

development (R&D) and suggest (on reasonably premises) that FDI volatility has a direct 

negative impact on economic growth.  

Evidently, FDI volatility also have an impact on developed source economies, since 

FDI outflows relates to expanded market opportunities and increases in sales, and the transfer 

of technology back to the source country (Van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie and Lichtenberg 

2001).  

In addition to the general reasons given above, there are several other reasons why to 

study the relationship between source country’s macroeconomic volatility and their outward 

FDI flow to the four largest recipient of FDI in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations 

(ASEAN), namely the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. Firstly, the ASEAN 

region has, in the recent past, signed several free trade agreements (FTA), which have 

recently entered into force and many more agreements are currently being negotiated. 

ASEAN member states have in addition to those agreements, that falls under the umbrella of 

ASEAN, signed and initiated trade and investment negotiations on bilateral levels. Such 

agreements are increasing their exposure to external shocks. And finally, after witnessing 

raising wages and production costs mainly in China and India, FDI is suspected to flow into 

other markets and potentially increasing the flows of FDI into the ASEAN region, hence 

augmenting their exposure to external shocks. 

 

1.2 The role of FDI 
The impact of FDI on growth has long been debated in the literature, establishing a 

strong link between FDI inflows and domestic growth: to the degree that practically all 

countries generally desire FDI. The literature has until very recently all too often solely 

focused on explaining the direction of FDI, demonstrating how FDI is attracted. Generally 

accepted is that FDI is attracted through a number of host country-specific factors such as 

political stability, openness to trade, factor endowments and general infrastructure and human 

capital.  
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Nobody can deny the extraordinary growth China has demonstrated during the last 

three decades, which can be described as FDI-led growth. Such growth strategy rests on the 

idea that states can create and enhance a business friendly environment, resulting in 

increasing FDI inflows. The potential positive effects of FDI are several; stimulating the 

economy by affecting local employment and tax revenues; increasing savings if high age 

dependency ratio; and contributing to positive spillover effects, the latter probably being the 

most important potential effect. The notion of positive spillover effects is grounded in the 

hypothesis that multinational corporations (MNC) will spillover/leak knowledge and 

technology, and eventually lead to the transformation of host countries’ comparative 

advantages (climbing the global value chain), or at least to an increase of local firms’ 

productivity (Blomström et al. 2003; Borensztein et al. 1998). I use the word “potential” since 

research have also shown adverse effects of FDI on long-term economic growth in developing 

countries (see e.g. Greenwood 2002; Blomström et al. 2005). In other words, an FDI-led 

growth such as China engineered implies a high degree of institutional and public efficiency 

(good governance in Robinson and Parson’s (2006) view).  

Because of the potential growth prospects, both in the short- and in the long-term, the 

literature on FDI emphasises the importance of studying and understanding fluctuations in 

FDI flows. There has been a cascade of studies aiming at explaining FDI determinant in host 

countries, but for the most part, the literature has been neglecting determinants in source 

countries.  

 

1.3 Study Objectives 
While Rougier et al. (2012) chose to focus their efforts on the MENA region, I will 

with a similar toolkit take a closer look at ASEAN member-states. Similarly to theirs, this 

study aims to investigate the relationship between macroeconomic volatility and FDI. But in 

contrast to their study, I will discuss the theoretical background underpinning the relationship 

between macroeconomic- and FDI flow-volatility, which I base on the investment-finance 

linkage articulated by New Keynesian theories (and Post Keynesian theories). In order to 

develop the work of Rougier et al. (2012) and many others in this specific “subfield” of FDI 

studies, the study will provide a theoretical framework. Until now, theories explaining 

macroeconomic dimensions as determinants of FDI have been underdeveloped; or at least 

there is a lack of discussion. Rougier et al. (2012) do not elaborate on any theories that might 

explain the relationship between macroeconomic volatility in source countries and FDI 
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outflows to less developed countries; which is crucial in order to build relevant and robust 

(valid) models that better explain such a complex thing as FDI flows.  

Keynesian theories also give reasons to believe that due to differences between these 

regions’ anatomy in the sense of economic sector focus, investments may be perceived as less 

or more risky (more or less profitable); hence the empirical findings might look different. 

Stiglitz and Weiss (1992) link asymmetric information to credit markets and models the 

implications for macroeconomics and show how credit rationing may affect different sectors 

differently. There may also be a confidence/optimistic effect at work (as emphasised by 

Keynes and now by Post Keynesian) that simply put, may cause particular investments to 

particular countries/regions to be perceived as safer2. The perception biases or the typology of 

risks may also have an impact on how investments are judged – in a Post Keynesian 

perspective the future is fundamentally uncertain where economic agents may most likely 

come to different conclusions (Wolfson 1996).  

Moreover, national culture as determinant of FDI may also be a factor that could 

explain different results. These national cultures may however be difficult to operationalize. 

With national cultures I mean “culture” in accordance with Hofstede (1984) who identified 

and build a persuasive theoretical framework for national cultures. One of Hofstede’s (1984) 

cultural dimensions is called “uncertainty avoidance” which he associates with risk aversion 

and au unwillingness to “change”, which can have impact on both FDI flows.  

Conclusively, structural (OLI) variables in host countries might affect levels of FDI 

with respect to macroeconomic volatility in source countries differently: different pull and 

push factor-combinations might affect FDI in different directions or intensity. Following the 

reasoning above, it may well be that this study finds empirical evidence that differs from 

Rougier’s et al. (2012); independently of whether the results differ or not, the study will – in 

contrast to Rougier et al. (2012) - strive to present some possible theoretical explanations and 

eventually lay ground for better future models. 

Thus, the purpose of this study is to take a closer look on why and how 

macroeconomic volatility in advanced source economies (OECD countries) interacts with FDI 

flows to less developed host economies (ASEAN members-states). By doing so the study 

strives to fill the existing theoretical gap that seems to persist within the academic sphere of 

FDI determinants that has mostly been centred on host country determinants.  

 

                                                
2 A study by Chan and Germayel (2004) tries to explain the geographical distribution/pattern of FDI. They stress 
that some national explanations may be found such as political and armed conflicts, but generally risk instability 
and different types of risks are key determinants explaining stagnating FDI flows to the MENA region, which 
may reinforce the lack of FDI flows (or lack of confidence). 
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1.4 Problem Statement 
Why and how does macroeconomic volatility in source economies interact with FDI 

flows to less developed economies?  

Since the study does not intend to investigate causal effects, I use “interact” to signal 

my intentions to look on the relationship between the dependent and independent variables.  

1.5 Methodology  
The study estimates FDI flow-sensitivity using a random effect model (REM) and a 

tobit model with a gravity model approach. Because of the different opinions that have risen 

in the context of FDI studies on whether to use a tobit model or a fixed/random effects model, 

I have chosen to use both. As the dependent variable (FDI flows) is censored, the use of a 

tobit model can potentially limit biased estimates due to the model’s ability to circumvent the 

problem of zeros corresponding to null FDI flows without excluding them. Rougier et al. 

(2012) successfully adopted a gravity model approach estimated with Tobit; this 

methodological approach is however by no means unconventional. It has been used frequently 

within the field of (modern) FDI determinants. More detailed explanation of the chosen 

approach will follow in later section. 

Based on New and Post Keynesian theories macroeconomic dimensions of volatility 

are – in contrast to Rougier et al. (2012) - operationalized in a relevant and justifiable way. In 

accordance with the theoretical framework, this present study also adds inflation volatility as 

an additional variable representing macroeconomic volatility in source countries. Rougier’s et 

al. (2012) operationalization of their variables lacks underlying explanations, which can 

explain the superficial way in which the relation between macroeconomic volatility in source 

countries and FDI outflows is treated. Their study is more or less based on a strictly 

“econometric” approach, and therefore their empirical analysis also lacks in-depth 

interpretation.  

The empirical analysis focuses on ASEAN’s (Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations) four largest recipients of FDI, namely the Philippines, Indonesia, Malaysia and 

Thailand. Using the OECD’s International Direct Investment Statistics 13 source countries 

(see appendix) were selected according to their amount of FDI outflows to the ASEAN 

region3. The panel data consists of 52 cross-sections (country-pairs) over 16 time periods 

(1996-2011), resulting in a total of 832 observations.  

 

                                                
3 The largest investors (OECD countries) in these ASEAN member-states also showed to include the smallest 
amount of missing values.  
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1.6 Background - further framing the issue  
In 2009 world FDI flows saw a substantial decline – 37 per cent - due to the global 

financial crisis in the western world (UNCTAD 2009), which once again reminded us how 

volatile and contagious financial markets are. The developing world experienced their share 

of global FDI inflow increase the same year – a natural cause due to the large decline of FDI 

inflows to developed economies. In reality, developing and emerging countries saw their total 

share of FDI plummeted 27 per cent. A large portion of these declines consists of mergers and 

acquisitions (M&A), that dropped 34 per cent compared to previous year. The worst affected 

sector – the manufacturing sector – declined by 77 per cent in cross-border M&As that same 

year. M&As are generally more sensitive to instability in the financial markets since they 

heavily rely on funding. Many MNCs that relies on credit to finance their foreign expansion 

found their capacity to finance M&As and Greenfield investment decline due to difficulties 

raising funds. On the other hand it created opportunities for those MNCs with access to 

funding. Levy-Yeyati et al. (2007) found that FDI flows were countercyclical, both in terms 

of output and interest rate cycles – FDI flows tended to move in the opposite direction during 

recessions, reflecting investors’ arbitrage strategy. The internalization of firms continued to 

increase despite the crisis, demonstrating the robustness of globalization. Foreign affiliates’ 

share of global gross domestic product (GDP) attained a historic high of 11 per cent and 

increased their employment.  

According to the latest World Investment Report (UNCTAD 2013) global FDI fell 

by 18 per cent in 2012, in contrast to other key economic indicators such as employment and 

international trade that showed positive signs of recovery. The report stresses that economic 

fragility and policy uncertainty in some major economies are causes for decreasing FDI flows: 

investors are cautious - considering disinvestment, restructuring of assets and relocation. 

While FDI flows were diminishing on a global level, developing countries witnessed, for the 

first time in history, their share of FDI inflow bypass the share of the developed world, 

recording 52 per cent of world inward FDI even though they also saw their FDI flow reduced 

(by four per cent). Furthermore, in conjunction with experiencing general and increasing FDI 

promotion sentiments, we find more countries introducing constraining regulatory FDI 

policies. This is assumed to have a relatively small impact on FDI flows, but nevertheless it 

impedes cross-border M&As. The report goes on to emphasise the increasing risk of what 

they call “investment protectionism”: since countries are generally more prone to use 

industrial policies linked to FDI, the risk of using such measures for protectionism purpose 

increases. Such scenario could seriously affect the world economy, constituting a basis for 

retaliations and counter-retaliations and ultimately backfiring on all parties.  
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Table 1 FDI flows 

FDI OUTFLOW (Billions of $) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Developed economies 1572 821 1030 1183 909 

Developing economies 296 229 413 422 426 

      

FDI INFLOW 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Developed economies 1018 566 696 820 561 

Developing economies 630 478 637 735 703 

South, East/South-East Asia 282 233 342 387 360 
Source: UNCTAD      

 

Although developing and emerging economies see their FDI outward flows increase, 

developed economies still accounts for most of the global FDI outflows. According to Table 

1, it can be interpreted that when outward FDI drops in developed economies the level of 

inward FDI decreases in developing countries. Maybe not surprisingly, is that FDI outflows 

from developed economies appears to have fallen in conjunction with the economic 

difficulties that have plagued many advanced economies – especially in the aftermath of the 

Lehman Brothers collapse in 2009 and during the European debt crisis’ worst period in 2012. 

The World Investment Report (UNCTAD 2013) also stresses that intraregional FDI flows in 

regions comprised of less developed economies such as the ASEAN region increased as a 

reaction to the decreasing FDI flows from more developed economies, however, they are by 

no standards able to fill the economic loses resulting from the original decrease in FDI 

inflows.  

Therefore, it is appropriate to study FDI determinants of developed source 

economies such as various macroeconomic indicators and not only developing host 

economies’ FDI determinants as the literature until very recently has suggested. Despite 

studies that have shown the arbitrary nature of firms’ FDI strategies4 there are reasons to 

believe that firms’ FDI strategies are conditioned by the extent of their revenues in their 

domestic markets. If reasoning in accordance with Post and New Keynesian theories of the 

investment-finance linkage and/or the financial accelerator model (Bernanke et al. 1998) the 

World Investment Report (UNCTAD 2013) makes a lot of sense.  

 

                                                
4 Such as Levy-Yeyati et al. 2003. 
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2. Theoretical development of FDI and previous studies 

First we need to define foreign direct investment - the definition I employ stems from 

the 4th edition of the OECD benchmark definition of foreign direct investment (2008): FDI is 

a variety of cross-border investments made by investors with long-term objectives residing in 

country A interested in obtaining and establishing a “lasting interest” in a firm in country B. 

The notion of “lasting interest” reflects a long-term relationship between direct investors and 

the direct investment firm. Such relationship is evidenced when investors acquires a minimum 

of 10% of the firm in country B, hence owning at least 10% of the voting power in order to 

influence the management.  

The concept of FDI belongs under the umbrella of International Economics, which 

we tend to associate with prominent economic thinkers such as A. Smith, D. Hume and D. 

Ricardo who developed theories linked to international trade. The study of FDI as an 

independent academic discipline was however born much later and entails a vast field of 

research, where no general and unified theory of FDI determinants exists. The difficulties to 

develop a general theory probably stems from the fact that FDI determinants are likely to 

differ between sectors and that the relative importance of supply factors is likely to differ 

between host countries with relatively restrictive attitudes towards FDI and host countries that 

are more open to FDI (Agarwal, Gubitz and Nunnenkamp 1991). Economists such as S. 

Hymer (1976), J. Dunning (1976, 2001 and 2009) and R. Vernon (1977 and 1991) are often 

referred to as the founding fathers of the study of FDI determinants. Their research has 

provided valuable insights in showing what is driving FDI flows. 

There are many pull and push factors that influence economic agents decision to 

invest abroad, and particularly when the investment is made in a developing country. 

Globalization has led to a realignment of how firms seek to achieve their objectives - 

efficiency-seeking, market-seeking, resource-seeking and strategic asset-seeking. In an 

increasingly globalized world, firms face more choices on how (and where) to best achieve 

their goals. Firms will carefully analyse this wider range of options in order to maximize their 

gains. Dunning manages to identify many of these so-called locational determinants (pull 

factors) under a comprehensive theory – the eclectic paradigm. Dunning incorporates not only 

pull factors, but also push factors. Nevertheless, it is his pull factors that have been 

highlighted.  
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2.1 Dunningʼs Eclectic Paradigm 
The eclectic paradigm of international production5 was first introduced by J.H. 

Dunning at a Nobel symposium in Stockholm in 1976 and aimed to explain the increase in 

foreign production. Dunning labelled his theory based on the belief that FDI can only be 

understood if the explanation is drawn upon several fields of economic theories (Dunning 

1987).  Conversely, Dunning’s theory is regarded as comprehensive, covering many theories 

such as Hymer’s monopolistic theory and Heckscher and Ohlin’s factor endowment theory. 

His theory is based on three sets of advantages as perceived by firms when investing in a 

foreign market – they are the owner specific advantages, the location specific advantages and 

the internalization advantages (OLI) (Dunning 1976). 

Firstly, firms must have enough comparative advantages over domestic firms in 

order to compete with them on their territory (so to say). Domestic firms have a clear 

advantage, knowing their local market. Additionally, foreign firms face sunk costs in order to 

set up production. Therefore foreign investing firms must have competitive advantages that 

sufficiently compensate for the disadvantage occurring when competing with domestic firms 

in their local market. Dunning calls those advantages – owner specific advantages (also 

known as competing or monopolistic advantages). Secondly, firms investing in foreign 

markets will strive to combine their ownership specific advantages with the location specific 

advantages in order to outweigh the disadvantages of international production. Host country 

specific advantages are among other things, natural resource advantages, skilled and low 

wage labour advantages, advantages linked to favourable industrial policies and social 

advantages such as the level of education. Thirdly and lastly, firms will analyse the 

opportunities that lies in internalizing or i.e. licensing their ownership specific advantages. In 

other words, it is linked with how firms choose to exploit their ownership specific advantage. 

A firm’s ability to take advantage of economies of scale is another aspect associated to 

internalisation advantages. The difficulty to value and put a price on intangible goods or 

services such as knowledge contributes to both opportunities and uncertainty. Dunning’s 

eclectic paradigm reflects foremost the characteristics of host countries: economic, political 

and social characteristics.  

The theory also claims that, given the distribution of specific assets, firms with 

sufficient owner specific advantages that suppose they can exploit those in combination with 

foreign markets are likely to be the most successful global actors (Dunning and Lundan 

2008). Hence, firms will engage in foreign markets, which offers the most suitable business 

environment with respect to their optimal factor combinations (which potentially leads to 
                                                
5 It was first known as the ”eclectic theory of international production”. 
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economies of scale and scope), and that is what national economies are competing for: 

national competitiveness (dynamic comparative advantages) that determines the quality of 

inward FDI. The OLI paradigm emphasise the benefits firms can reap when extending their 

activities abroad to diverse environments, where the benefits are related to the OLI 

determinants’ interdependence. A strong and unique feature of the theory is that the whole of 

the determinants is greater than the sum of them separately; the OLI triad of variables work 

together (Dunning 2009). 

A brief summary of what the study has addressed so far, would include: 1) empirical 

results indicating that FDI has a positive effect on growth, both domestically and abroad, 2) 

the volatility of FDI flows to developing countries affects their access to capital and thus also 

their growth rate, and 3) FDI is strongly influenced by host country determinants. 

Yet, one crucial implication influencing FDI decisions have for the time being not 

been properly discussed; namely the role of imperfection in financial markets. This merged 

micro- and macroeconomic approach links investment decisions with changes in net worth 

and the marginal cost of borrowing – it is known as the financial accelerator model. The 

model more specifically builds on New Keynesian theories. I am willing to believe that 

macroeconomic volatility determines whether to invest or not in the first place, however, the 

study does not (as already mentioned) strive to determine causality.  

 

2.2 New Keynesian Theories of Investment – The Investment-Finance linkage 
As the title implies this passage will elaborate on New Keynesian theories; the text 

that will follow will shed light on theories that together constitute the most important aspects 

of New Keynesianism (within this specific context of course). I will also take the opportunity 

to contrast Post and New Keynesianism (also within this specific context).  

Post Keynesian economics are based on Keynes’s ideas with the objective to recover 

and to extend them to their logical full development (Palley 1996 ; Arestis 1992); and to fulfil 

Keynes’s revolution in how we think about economics. New Keynesian theories on the other 

hand, adjusted to Neoclassical criticism, which undeniably have given them an advantage in a 

world more or less dominated by mainstream economists. Hence, New Keynesian theory rests 

on formal optimization models derived from Neoclassical first principles (Fazzari and Variato 

1994: 254). Thus, New Keynesianism attempts to build Keynesian arguments that draw from 

rational expectations and microeconomic foundations.  

A fundamental difference between New and Post Keynesianism is that New 

Keynesian theory is based on the standard ergodic stochastic assumption of Neoclassicism 
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(which Keynes rejected), while Post Keynesian theory advocates a nonergodic world 

characterized by fundamental uncertainty (Crotty 1996). 

What does it mean? Davidson (2009) is helpful providing a technical explanation. 

But he does an even better job in his response to John Kay (2011), where he expresses a 

simple and straightforward explanation, which is well suited for this paper.6 The ergodic 

axiom simply imposes the condition that the future is already predetermined by existing 

parameters7. And therefore, the future can be reliably forecasted by analysing past and present 

market “fundamentals” in order to generate a probability distribution determining the future 

(Davidson 2011). This means that statisticians are able to calculate probabilities explaining 

future events. New Keynesian such as Stiglitz and Weiss endorse this assumption; however, 

they incorporate the idea of “information asymmetry” that renders incorrect information about 

the future. Since information is perceived wrong statistical probabilities about the future are 

also wrong. Post Keynesian, such as Davidson himself, on the other hand, believes that the 

process is nonergodic; evidently meaning that future events cannot reliably be statistically 

estimated. Post Keynesian therefore upholds the idea that the world is fundamentally 

uncertain in terms of a nonergodic process. 

In order to grasp the theory of investment and how it is linked to finance, and what 

implications this has as a macroeconomic push factor for FDI, multiple theories will be 

discussed (as they also are closely related). Keynes focused on subsets relevant to the theory 

of investment, where the investment-finance linkage was fundamental. Thus, what is 

“Keynesian” investment theory is difficult to answer (Fazzari and Variato 1994:355). But that 

is not necessarily relevant for this study; the aspect/subset of interest is the investment-finance 

linkage. These theories were naturally given more space than Dunning’s theory due to the 

focus of the study. 

Firstly, I want to stress that I adhere to Fazzari and Variato (1994), to the idea that 

asymmetric information issues are likely to be fundamental and empirically significant in 

capitalist market economies (1994:359). The decentralized structure of the economy have 

among other things separated economic agents from each other, giving each agent a certain 

informational advantage specific to their economic activity – agents simply know different 

things, which eventually results in financial market imperfections. After having put forward 

my standpoint and what I understand to be the fundamental difference between New and Post 

                                                
6 The Institute for New Economic Thinking published a paper by John Kay and invited a handful economist to 
respond. Among them was Paul Davidson, Editor of the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics. 
7 An axiom is an assumption accepted as a universal truth that does not need empirical evidence; it is a self-
evident truth. Theories are how humans describe the world on the basis of a model that starts with a few axioms 
(Davidson 2011). 
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Keynesianism, I will carry on and elaborate on relevant theories that ultimately serve me to 

understand what can be called the FDI-finance linkage. 

New Keynesian theories of investment naturally draw from J. M. Keynes’ theories 

(and has been enhanced and modified as time gone by), which he connected to aggregate 

demand. According to Fazzari, Keynes argued that investment in fixed capital primarily 

depends on a firm’s demand expectations relative to its existing capacity and its ability to 

generate investment funding through internal cash flow and external debt financing 

(1986:171). More specifically, investment depends on interest rates and on the marginal 

efficiency of investment, which stipulates that firms will invest if the forecast return on the 

investment exceeds the interest rate (Anderson and Goldsmith 1997). Central to Keynes’ 

theory is the forward-looking firm and the degree of managers’ confidence – how firms 

calculate the marginal efficiency of investment. Future cash-flow expectation may in other 

words have a bigger impact than interest rates per se, hence driving investments. Keynes 

emphasised on the availability and relevance of information – what he called the weight – as 

determinant of investment-projects. The weight of a project forms the confidence in 

managers’ decision-making (Andersson and Goldsmith 1997).  According to Keynes’ theory 

of investment, since the current production costs of capital goods are given, the forecasting 

weight – information per se – and investment operation costs determines investment. This 

managerial confidence-logic had according to Keynes implication for macroeconomic 

volatility (aggregate demand). Moreover, Keynes adds managers and owners as two 

distinctive economic agents with different objectives, time horizons and information. These 

differences would occasionally clash and equity markets would dictate investments, hence the 

financial sector would dictate the real economy (Crotty 1990). And since financial markets 

are instable so are interest rates and investments.  

As a Post Keynesian, Minsky also emphasised the linkage between investment and 

the strength of firms’ balance sheets (Fazzari 1999). Minksy wrote critically about the 

standard theory that described a non-financial economy, where theorems based on an abstract 

economy were assumed valid for economies that in reality included complex financial 

institutions (Minsky 1980:507). He theorised that investment spending today will create 

liability structures in balance sheets conditioning future investments; in Minsky’s mind 

investment is all about finance as investing is a decision about liability structures. In short, he 

stresses internal finance will contrary to external finance yield better external opportunity in 

the future. Affecting this linkage is according to him costs linked to borrower’s and the 

lender’s risk difference: investment will be carried out to the point at which the price of 

capital, as affected by borrowers’ risk, equals the supply price of investment output, as 
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augmented to reflect lenders’ risk (Minsky 1980:514). The important point however, is that 

price-tags linked to investments are conditioned by what Minsky called “margins of safety” 

which in their turn are affected by expectations concerning unknowable outcomes; hence, 

Minsky is in the logic of fundamental uncertainty. There is a complex temporal dimension in 

Minsky’s theory of investment where basically firms are “right” about the future whether they 

invest or not. In Minsky’s logic rain would start pouring as soon as one unfold an umbrella. A 

successful capitalist economy in Minsky’s view requires present and expected cash flows 

(profits) to be large enough in order to validate past investments and financial arrangements; 

and present and expected cash flows are determined by past investments in accordance with 

Kalecki (Minsky 1908:515-516). Minsky implements this microeconomic logic into a 

macroeconomic theory to explain the nature of capitalist economies – business cycles; which 

according to him are conditioned by changes in borrowers’ and lenders’ safety margins (risk). 

Minsky goes on stressing how decline in uncertainty relates to economic expansion and how 

such “tranquil period” (stabile) turns into unstable periods due to overconfident economic 

agents and relaxed risk evaluation by bankers. Expansion has its limits, as the economy 

reaches its full capacity investments will generate less profits making loan commitments 

harder to meet. It is what Minsky called “destabilizing stability” and is also the justification 

for regulating these decentralized market imperfections (1986). 

Post-Keynesian uncertainty generates an informational environment fundamentally 

different from those in New Keynesian theories characterized by information asymmetry 

(Dymski 1993). The Post-Keynesian school of thought (in this case) argues that the lack of 

information within an economy reduces the uneven information different economic agents 

possess in the New-Keynesian school of thought. Moreover, rational expectations are not 

compatible with Post Keynesian uncertainty as is New Keynesianism.  

Fazzari and Variato (1994) stress that asymmetric information helps understand the 

finance-investment link found in Minsky’s theory, although Minsky’s theories never revolved 

around imperfect information per se. The idea is that if a firm seeks external funds for what it 

considers to be a profitable project, but cannot obtain funds at a cost that makes the project 

worthwhile; it implies that the lender and the borrower do not value the project symmetrically 

due to information asymmetry (Fazzari 1999). Fazzari and Variato (1994) consider how 

differences in information available to firms and financial institutions give raise to financial 

constraints, creating situations where investments are limited by the cost of gathering 

information. 

Akerlof’s paper The Market For “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and The Market 

Mechanism from 1970 made information part of economics and underpin new theoretical 
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elaboration in the Keynesian perspective. Akerlof’s theoretical model stated that the used-car 

market involved information asymmetry, because sellers know more about their car than 

buyers, and ultimately driving quality cars out of the market – buyers would simply see them 

as yet another “lemon” (adverse selection). This research falls under the (new) umbrella of 

New Keynesian theory where the two distinctive innovations are: 1) information asymmetry 

and 2) inherently incomplete contracts (Crotty 1996). Akerlof’s work was however not 

applied to macroeconomic issues until much later. 

In 2001 Stiglitz, Spence and Akerlof received the Nobel Prize for their work on 

asymmetry of information some decades ago – theories that opposed perfect information and 

hence renounced neoclassical theories; e.g. Arrow and Debreu’s (1954) standard general 

equilibrium theory assumed perfect information without even elaborating on the subject. 

While conventional paradigm (theories) assumed perfect capital markets, where individuals 

and firms could borrow as much as they liked at the prevailing interest rate, Stiglitz and 

Wiess’s (1981) theory suggested that capital markets were not informationally efficient and 

that prices did not perfectly reflect all available information (Stiglizt 1981). In this logic 

banks know that there is poor quality and good quality borrowers, but they can difficulty be 

distinguished.   

These theories and frameworks are applicable on a vast number of scenarios, but in 

order to delimitate these general theories I will solely focus on their linkage to this study. In 

this study the firms are the “sellers” looking for profitable investments abroad and the 

financial institutions are the “buyers” considering funding the foreign investments.  

In accordance with the New Keynesian school of though investments are to a large 

degree determined in a setting characterized by information asymmetry, adverse selection and 

moral hazards. More specifically New Keynesian theories stipulate that changes in (real) 

interest rates cannot be inferred from simply analysing changes in supply and demand for 

funds. Interest rates are charged according to the probability of success of risky and safe 

projects (Stiglitz and Wiess 1992:181). The probability of success is calculated with the 

information available – the Keynesian weight. The key argument is that lenders believe that 

borrowers are better informed and will therefore behave defensively in order to protect 

themselves against better-informed borrowers looking to take advantage of there superior 

information leverage (Fazzari and Variato 1994:357). The lenders’ defence mechanism 

manifests itself in the form of credit rationing instead of rising interest rates as theorized by 

Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). Other instrument used for defence purpose and to select good 

borrowers is collateralized loans, which gives borrowers incentives to conduct safer projects, 

however collateral do not eliminate the problems.  
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In a Post Keynesian perspective on the other hand borrowers and lenders have 

asymmetric expectations due to an uncertain future; so even if there is no difference in risk 

preferences between the two, they will most probably evaluate the project differently. As 

Glickman (1994) pointed out, it is not just objective facts that affect expectations under 

fundamental uncertainty, but also the interpretation of those facts (Fazzari and Variato 

1994:364). Hence, at the end of the day fundamental uncertainty requires interpretation and 

action, which implies the existence of information asymmetry. Fazzari and Variato (1994) 

emphasise the validity of reverse implication; as elaborated above, it is not in the interest of 

economic agents to disseminate insider objective information. But even if they did, the 

information would be subject to interpretation, implying asymmetric information and 

fundamental uncertainty. In the view of Fazzari and Variato (1994) it is then unnecessary to 

take side in regards of information asymmetry and fundamental uncertainty; both help explain 

financial constraints inherently linked to the real world.  

Ultimately, whether we endorse Post or New Keynesian theories, some borrowers 

will be subject to credit rationing. These financial constrains in accordance with Stiglitz and 

Weiss’s credit rationing theory that incorporates the idea of information asymmetry affects 

investments and makes firms dependent on their current and future cash-flows (Fazzari et al. 

1988). Cash flow is the basis for minimizing the agency problem related to external finance; 

hence reducing the “lemon” premium. In the presence of incentive and information issues that 

requires costly monitoring or screening funds will require compensation; this is the reason for 

why internal funds are preferred. Townsend (1979) also worked on these issues, his “costly 

state verification” problem showed how lenders must pay an “auditing cost” in order to 

identify the borrowers’ realized return or bankruptcy costs8. 

These overlapping theories emphasise an investment-finance link (or a FDI-finance 

link) and the role of information asymmetry (New Keynesianism) and of fundamental 

uncertainty (Post Keynesianism), which are key components in the lender-borrower 

relationship (principal-agent). These theories explain investments on a micro level and 

instability/volatility on a macro level.  

 

2.3 Theoretical sum-up 
It should, from the discussion above, be fairly clear why these theories are adopted in 

order to explain the relationship between macroeconomic volatility and FDI flows. Without 

                                                
8 Also Williamson (1987) reinforced Stiglitz’s et al. and Townsend’s theoretical models: credit market models 
with asymetric information and costly monitoring. 
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going into decision-making theory and psychology9, FDI can reasonably well be explained 

through the lenses of Dunning’s theory due to its generality (which is also its disadvantage). 

In accordance with Vernon (1966), FDI itself is grounded on the presumption that firms have 

specific characteristics that gives them a competitive advantage (even monopolistic 

advantages) in a foreign country. Dunning’s theory helps us to understand the behaviour of 

firms: why (their motivation) firms becomes MNCs and why they invest in specific countries. 

There is bulk of location specific determinants that together constitute the general business 

environment that will influence the decision-making process of investing abroad, such as low 

labour cost (Bevan et al. 2004), sound property laws (Petri 2012) and sound industrial policies 

(Morrisey et al. 2012). As did Buch and Lipponer (2005), I call this the first branch of study 

within the field of FDI – it focuses on the pull factors. 

While the first branch of research on FDI determinants focuses on long-term 

fundamentals, the second branch highlights shorter-term fundamentals, such as business 

cycles fluctuations and its implications. It focuses on the push factors. New Keynesian 

theories (and Post Keynesian theories) help to explain why MNCs are constrained and/or 

inclined to adjust their investments due to financial market imperfections. While the New 

Keynesian credit rationing channel (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981) emphasizes the difficulties firms 

face when looking for external funds, the Post Keynesian concept of risk (Minsky 1975; 

Kalecki 1937) very much deals with macroeconomic instability/volatility due to expanding 

external finance. Intuitively, it is following period of expanded external finance that 

information asymmetry becomes relevant of analysis – when indebtedness and bankruptcies 

looms. Akerlof’s (1970) “lemons” provides straightforward analysis; it implies that an 

informed insider worth less than the same assets operates assets in liquidation (Fazzari and 

Variato 1994:362). Hence, asymmetric information in capital markets yields fundamentally 

Keynesian results: finance matter for the real economy. And if the theories are more 

consistent with Post or New Keynesian school of though can be broken down to semantics.  

Conclusively, FDI are presumed to decline in conjunction with macroeconomic 

instability, which relates to New Keynesian theories that emphasise on the investment-finance 

linkage and the implication it has for macroeconomics. The aim of this study is to combine 

these two branches – push and pull factors - in order to understand the effect of 

macroeconomic volatility on MNCs’ FDI activities. The study is conducted over a rather large 

time-span, which enables to study several business cycles.  

                                                
9 Méon and Sekkat (2012) found that risk-taking in FDI decision-making increases when global FDI increases. 
More specifically they find that political risk in host countries may even be associated with higher levels of FDI 
during periods with high global FDI. 
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2.4 Previous studies 
Rougier et al. (2012) studied the relation between FDI flows – from European 

economies to economies in the MENA region (Middle East and North Africa) - and 

macroeconomic volatility in the source countries. Their findings suggest an adverse 

relationship between macroeconomic volatility and FDI flows and that the positive FDI-effect 

of structural determinants such as trade-openness is reduced due to higher output volatility in 

host economies. Thus, depicting FDI flows as a channel through which macroeconomic 

volatility can spread to other economies.  

M. Wang and S. Wong (2005) investigated the impact of business cycles on FDI 

outflow-fluctuations observing 45 countries over the period 1970-2001. They found that 

output volatility had a significant negative impact on FDI outflows. Furthermore, they find 

that FDI flows behave differently depending on whether the instability arises from an 

expansion or a recession.  

Cavallari and D’Addona (2013) examined the role of nominal and real volatility – 

output exchange and interest rate volatility – on FDI flows among OECD economies during 

1985-2007. Their findings show a negative relationship between FDI flows and output 

volatility, especially when the output volatility originated in the source country. 

Aizenman (2003) emphasize the role of macroeconomic volatility in emerging 

markets on employment decisions and expected profitability faced by multinational’s 

investing in emerging markets. The message is that higher volatility in a developing country 

is associated with a drop in the FDI inflow to that economy. Similarly, Buch and Lipponer 

(2005) found that German firms increased their activities abroad in response to positive 

cyclical development in host countries. They divided German FDI activities across sectors in 

order to take into account that financial frictions and costs of entry may differ across sectors.  

Yeyati, Panizza and Stein (2007) studied how business and interest rates cycles in 

source countries impact on north-south FDI flows. They divided source countries into three 

large groups; the US, Europe and Japan and found that FDI flows move countercyclical from 

Europe and the US while procyclical from Japan (albeit the results were not statistically 

significant for Japan). These findings contradict many previous studies that suggested that 

FDI flows to developing countries tend to decrease when developed source countries enter a 

recession. Intuitively, they suggest that, as investment opportunities deteriorate in the home 

market during the contractionary phase of the cycle, investors tend to prefer relatively more 

profitable opportunities abroad. In other words, local investment and foreign investments are 

substitutes, competing for the same pool of funds. However, this trend may, as their results 

shows, not be generalizable and subject to further empirical research. Nonetheless, their study 
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opens up a debate for FDI policies – whether countries should diversify their FDI inflows in 

order to be linked to correlated and uncorrelated other economies’ business cycles.  

 

3. Empirical Analysis 

3.1 Methodology 
I will estimate my gravity model using a panel data random effects model and panel 

tobit model that is left censored at zero. Panel data estimation is employed in order to capture 

the dynamic behaviour of FDI flows and to efficiently estimate the parameters (Greene 2003): 

 

(FEM)       Yit = αi + x´it β + εit           (1) 

 

The main advantage with a panel dataset is its ability to exploit information over 

cross-sections and time series, which is not possible in a pure cross-section or pure time series 

dataset (Gujarati and Porter 2009)10. The academic literature surrounding FDI determinants is 

divided over which model/technique that provides the least biased estimations. The 

controversy is over whether to use a random/fixed effects model or a tobit model. This matter 

of debate is due to the censored nature of FDI flows. Therefore I will apply both models – 

theses two regressions will enable me to check the robustness of my results.  

 

3.2 Gravity Model 
The gravity model has regained ground among scholars since the sixties when 

Tinbergen theorized it. The Gravity model approach – generally accepted as a relevant 

approach to study trade flows - has shown to be a valid model in order to control for standard 

OLI variables as the model is theoretically supported by Dunning’s theory (Ledyaeva and 

Linden 2006:4). The gravity model enables me to distinguish between risks and costs 

associated with distance from other sources of risks and costs. And since the model also 

allows me to give special attention to source country determinants and not only to host 

country determinants, the model is judged well suited to achieve my objectives: isolate the 

interaction between source country FDI flows and macroeconomic volatility. Moreover, few 

aggregate economic relationships are as robust as the ones in the gravity model (Eichengreen 

and Irwin 1998:34).  

                                                
10 Also less collinearity among variables and more df. 
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The theory acquired its name due to its similarity to Newton’s famous gravity 

equation – A country’s trade will be proportional to its economic mass and will, due to 

frictions and costs engage in less trade as farther apart from trading partners (Tinbergen 

1962):  

 

!"#!" = ! !"#!
!!   !"#!

!!

!"#$!"
!!                   (2) 

  

The dependent variable FDIijt indicates FDIs flows from i (source country) to j (host 

country at time t, and GDPi and GDPj are the levels of GDP in source and host countries. 

DISTij is the distance between country-pairs and ! is the constant. The parameters β1, β2, β3 and 

! are to be estimated. When using a gravity inspired approach the baseline regressions are as 

follows: 

 

Random effect model: 

ln(FDIijt) = α + β1ln(GDPit) + β2ln(GDPjt) + β3ln(DISTijt) + β4Macroijt + β5Controlsjt + vt + !ij + εijt     (3) 

Where !ij + εijt = !!"#, and εijt is the cross-section error component and !ij is the combined 
cross-section and time series error component. 
 

Tobit model: 

ln(FDIijt)* = α + β1ln(GDPit) + β2ln(GDPjt) + β3ln(DISTijt) + β4Macroijt + β5Controlsjt + εijt     (4) 

 

Where ln(FDIijt)* =  Y* = 

 

3.2.1 Random effect model 
Initially I start from a fixed effect model, but since there are reasons to believe that 

differences across country-pairs will influence FDI flows the random effect model is 

considered. The RE model will in contrast to the FE model that assumes differences in the 

intercepts (each cross-sectional units has its own intercept), explore differences in error 

variances (Gujarati and Porter 2009). In order to choose between a fixed effects model (FEM) 

and a random effects model (REM) a Hausman specification test was performed. The 

Hausman test compares these two models under the null hypothesis that individual effects 

(!!"#) are uncorrelated with other variables included in the model. The null hypothesis was 

Y* if Y* > 0 
 0   if Y* ≤ 0 
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not rejected11; hence the REM is preferred and provides the least biased estimators. Which 

means that a RE model is preferred to a FE model when there is no correlation between 

countries’ unobservable individual effects (!!"#) and FDI flows determinants, which allows 

for time-invariant variables to play a role as explanatory variables (Greene 2003 and Gujarati 

and Porter 2009). These time-invariant variables may however not be available causing 

omitted variable bias. 

Moreover, to try to understand gross FDI flows from developed source economies to 

less developed host economies a non-linear model is adopted, which enables the application 

of a log-log equation. In order not to lose valuable information associated to negative and zero 

entries (FDI flows) and to keep constant elasticity when applying a log-log equation the 

following method is used; ln(FDIijt +1) ≈ ln(FDIijt)12, however, this solution still leaves out 

negative values. In attempting to deal with negative entries Yeyati et al. (2007) propose a 

semi-log transformation of the dependent variable (FDIijt), which enables us to keep valuable 

information linked to negative values when asserting to a log-log equation. This is the most 

frequently used and generally accepted solution not to leave out negative flows - it looks 

accordingly: 

lnFDIijt = sign(FDIijt) ln(1+ | FDIijt |)       (5) 

 
Table 2 Yeyati et al. (2007) lnFDI function

 

 

                                                
11 The insignificant p-value recommends the use of a random effect estimator. 
12 This method is very practical when dealing with large numbers: ln(FDIijt) is the amount of FDI flows from 
source to host country at time t measured in Dollars (and not in millions of Dollars) since it is more appropriate 
when dealing with negative and zero entries: adding one to large values is like adding one dollar to large 
numbers. The data was collected through OECD. 
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3.2.2 Tobit model 
Challenging when studying FDIs or other forms of capital flows is the large amount 

of zero and negative entries between country pair’s bilateral flows. Eichengreen and Irwin 

argue that when using an efficient approach such as a gravity model in double-log form – 

which permits the interpretation of coefficients as elasticities – a viable solution is to estimate 

the equation using Tobit (1998:41). This is desirable since zero entries contain valuable 

information. Zero entries could be the cause of many things, according to Razin et al. (2005) 

reasons such as reporting issues and measurements or/and indivisibilities in FDI flows linked 

to the nature of investments – excluding those entries would according to the authors result in 

biased estimates. Negative entries on the other hand could arise when sub-items of FDI, such 

as reinvested earnings, are negative which may offset new inflows. Negative entries may 

therefore be assimilated to zero FDI: the host country does not benefice from net FDI 

contribution – no capital accumulation – since financial resources are repatriated to source 

economies (Guerin and Manzocchi 2008). The zero-FDI flows are dealt with in the same way 

as for the RE model. This logic calls for the application of a tobit model, which carries the 

ability to preserve and exploit zero entries. This model implies that the dependent variable is 

censored to the left – at zero. In total 186 observations are left-censored. All regressions were 

run under robust standard errors in order to control for heteroscedasticity (Gujarati 2011). 

In order to explore the relationship between FDI flows and macroeconomic volatility 

in source countries the models will link thirteen OECD economies to the four largest FDI 

recipients in the ASEAN region, namely Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines. 

My panel dataset consists of 52 cross-sections observations over 19 time periods giving a total 

of 988 observations, minus 26 missing values or 2,63% (dependent variable). The cross-

country and time dimensions in the panel dataset were selected on a more or less random 

basis. Additionally, when controlling for host country investment profile (Regulatory quality) 

the time periods had to be reduced to 16 due to the lack of data during the period 1993-1995 

(minus 156 observations or 15,79%). I end up with 832 observations minus 21 missing 

values. Further information regarding the data is to be found in the appendix.  

 

3.3 Regression Model Specification 
The model is developed following the theoretical framework that articulates the role played 

by both push and pull factors. Consequently, the theoretical framework serves me to identify and 

validate both host and source country determinants of FDI among country-pairs.  

As previously mentioned, the gravity model has shown very valid in order to explain both 

trade flows and FDI flows (Eichengreen and Irwin 1998). The gravity model puts emphasis on the 
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coexistence of push and pull factors and allows me to investigate their interactions: how MNCs’ 

decision-making related to FDI activities are determined by both push and pull factors. Hence, the 

gravity model serves me as springboard for introducing various pull and push factors linked to the 

theoretical framework and to isolate independent variables that are of particular interest, which in 

this case are variables related to source country macroeconomic volatility (push factors).  

The theoretical model of FDI that I develop emphasises a simple profit maximisation 

problem where a MNC originating in a specific source country invests in a host country based on its 

relative attractiveness (hence relative profitability) of that specific host country after having 

factoring out the costs of acquiring funds to invest and/or merely accessing funds to invest. More 

specifically, the model relates to MNCs’ “different balance of considerations” when choosing 

among host countries to invest in (pull factors: Dunning’s “location specific advantages”), and 

MNCs’ borrowing capabilities for financing investments (push factors: New Keynesian investment-

finance linkage). Hence, the model highlights the ways in which push and pull factors are likely to 

influence levels of bilateral FDI through the expectations of return on investments in specific host 

countries and through firms’ capabilities to access funds (which can also be linked to specific host 

country characteristics through perception of risk etc.). Such a push-and-pull model reflects some 

mainstream economic principles - compatible with New Keynesian theories (see e.g. Blake and 

Fernandez-Corugedo 2010) - such as rational expectations and utility maximisation (Crotty 1996:2). 

Accordingly, the following augmented gravity model(s) will be tested empirically: 

 

Random effect model: 

ln(FDIijt) = α + β1ln(GDPit) + β2ln(GDPjt) + β3ln(DISTijt) + β4Macroijt + β5Controlsjt + vt + !ij + εijt     (6) 

Where !ij + εijt = !!"#, and εijt is the cross-section error component and !ij is the combined 
cross-section and time series error component. 
 

Tobit model: 

ln(FDIijt)* = α + β1ln(GDPit) + β2ln(GDPjt) + β3ln(DISTijt) + β4Macroijt + β5Controlsjt + εijt     (7) 

 

Where ln(FDIijt)* =  Y* = 
 
 

Having articulated a simple model setup (approach) where macroeconomic volatility in 

source countries and host country-specific characteristics may affect FDI flows, I will now proceed 

to motivate the choice of specific push and pull factors used in the empirical model; where the push 

factors of primarily interest are motivated by New Keynesian theories and pull factors derive from 

Dunning’s Eclectic theory.  

Y* if Y* > 0 
 0   if Y* ≤ 0 
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On the right-hand side of the equation, ln(GDPijt) stands for the level of GDP in 

source and host country at time t. The level of GDP is computed in Dollar (current) and 

obtained through the World Bank. If the estimates have a positive sign it means there is 

“mass” effect contributing to the FDIs flows – higher host country GDP increases the 

likelihood of horizontal investment. High host country GDP is (obviously) an important pull 

factor since one main reason to invest abroad is to increase profits. The notion of “horizontal 

investments” relates to an MNC duplicating its activities (production) in multiple countries to 

access and serve their domestic markets, suggesting, in contrast to “vertical investments”, that 

market access is more important than minimizing production costs. If the market is small, 

export is preferred to FDIs since fixed costs may be larger than trade costs (Markusen 1984).   

ln(DISTijt) measures the distance in kilometres between country-pairs (time invariant 

variable). The inclusion of distance between country-pairs as an explanatory variable is linked 

to the costs that occur in conjunction with larger distance differences between source and host 

countries – distance is considered as a proxy for transportation costs. Distance is also 

suggestively correlated with cultural differences and associated to more uncertainty (hence 

more risk) about foreign markets, thus impeding investment. Hence, distance is a pull factor 

that enables me to control for costs associated to transportation and cultural differences 

(although I acknowledge that distance is a bad proxy for cultural differences). In short, greater 

distance between country-pairs means less FDI. According to Egger et al. (2004) distance 

may also affect export-horizontal investment substitution.  

Macroijt is a vector for macroeconomic volatility that encompasses variables 

explaining both source (i) and host (j) country macroeconomic instability. The main 

explanatory variable is output volatility in source economies; however, output volatility has 

been computed for host economies too. To measure the output volatility at time t I have 

calculated a coefficient of variation of growth (Rougier et al. 2012): 

 

 Y	  VOLjt	  	   =   
σGDPjt
µμGDPjt

           (8) 

 

Where the standard deviation of the level of output is divided by the mean level of 

output. The coefficient of variation of growth is computed over a period of three years; at t-2, 

t-1 and t. Y VOLjt is expressed in logarithmic form, due to that, Y VOLjt is 

understood/expressed in absolute value. Similarly to Servén (1997), I will use additional 
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measurement of volatility, namely the standard deviation of growth at time t over a three-year 

period (not expressed in logarithmic form), which is the most commonly referred to. 

According to Bernanke’s extended financial accelerator model (a general equilibrium 

model) firms are dependent on finance to expand their activities to foreign markets, firms are 

hypothetically dependent on revenues from their domestic markets, which in turn should, to 

some extent, condition their level of FDI. This implies that firms have decreasing cash flows 

during recessions and the opposite is true during expansionary periods (Bernanke et al. 2000). 

Economists have long emphasised the important role of real economic factors such as a 

productive labour force, technology and innovative entrepreneurs when it comes to economic 

growth. However, as emphasized by Bernanke himself in a speech in 2007, economic growth 

is to a large degree dependent on sound financial factors: an entrepreneur with an idea or a 

firm with a desire to expand must turn to the financial market for the essential input in order 

to realize their objective – economic agents sometimes need external finance to realize 

investment opportunities. Sound financial markets are then important cornerstones in 

economies, implying that bad financial condition may have a negative impact on economic 

growth. In the source country perspective it is a push factor while for host countries it is a pull 

factor. Their model is theoretically based on New Keynesian theories of investment and 

incorporates the idea of information asymmetry, agency theory and credit rationing theory 

(and possibly financial intermediation theory) (three closely related theories), where 

information asymmetry between principal and agent can be seen as the central issue. In such 

model – with financial market imperfections due to information-based imperfections – the 

financial accelerator explains the propagation of business cycles. 

The financial accelerator motivates an inverse relationship between borrowers’ net 

worth and the expected agency costs associated with the lender-borrower relationship. This is 

central to idea that firms with a high net worth are less dependent on external financing, while 

if they are subject to external financing they face relatively lower financial premiums. Firms 

with lower net worth on the other hand, are more dependent on external financing and face 

higher premiums. Intuitively, an economic shock that lowers firms’ current cash flows and/or 

lowers their asset values → lowers firms’ net worth/collateral → reduces firms’ capacity to 

finance investments through retained earnings → increases the financial premiums → and 

increases the costs of new investments; hence reduces economic activity (such as FDI) and 

amplifies the initial shock. Besides that, deteriorating balance sheets will increase the risk of 

default in the future, exacerbating the impact on risk premiums and the illiquidity in collateral 

markets, driving recovery rates even lower; and we have what we call a liquidity spiral (Choi 

and Cook 2010). Furthermore, FDI flow volatility can also be linked to fundamental 
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uncertainty, suggesting that lenders’ utility to lend is decreasing during unstable periods, 

assuming that lenders are risk averse. This affects interest rates: loans become more 

expensive, reducing the profitability of FDI. For these reasons I expect to find a negative 

relation between FDI flows and output volatility.  

However, I haven’t taken into account how synchronized and unsynchronized host 

and source output may affect FDI flows, i.e., a source country is experiencing a recession 

while a host country is experiencing an expansion one could be tempted to assume that there 

would be a positive relationship. Output instability in host countries would presumably 

impede investments, especially market-led FDIs. On the other hand, there is a potential and 

very realistic scenario where output volatility/instability would actually increase FDIs 

inflows. This would be the case if firms in host countries face economic and financial 

difficulties during a recession, leading to a “fire-sale” scenario, where foreign firms would 

find profitable opportunities: opportunity-led FDI. The idea is that firms in riskier markets 

would give up equity (to developed countries) in order to access funds.  

Inflation is another proxy for macroeconomic (in)stability and economic 

(un)certainty – high inflation volatility reduces economic activity; hence investments. 

Consequently, stable and low inflation rates in host and source countries should promote FDI 

flows. Intuitively, volatile loanable funds supply induced by volatile inflation increases 

uncertainty (entrepreneurs’ and banker’s ability to forecast due to imperfect information) 

about future prices, future interest rates, future exchange rates and future investments (Cowen 

1997); which is similar to Post Keynesian understanding of the effects of price uncertainty 

(Sawyer and Shapiro 2002:53). In Minsky’s view FDI is inherently inflationary due to the 

increasing need to validate the inherited liability structures deriving from external finance. In 

order to do that, firms must increase their individual mark-ups over their technologically 

determined costs of production (Dodd 2007:14). This process is part of the “destabilizing 

stability” that inevitably will lead to decreasing investments – volatile inflation rates is a sign 

of increased uncertainty (and speculation), which is part of forming expectations that guides 

investments (1986:6). Therefore there should hypothetically be a negative relationship 

between FDI and volatile inflation rates. The three variables that takes inflation into 

consideration are; annual inflation rates, inflation volatility and the difference between host 

and source country inflation rates. Where Inflation rate volatility is the standard deviation 

over the three preceding years at time t. The difference in inflation rates between country-

pairs was computed assuming that firms are rational when searching for potential host 

countries to invest in – they will compare inflation rates between host and source countries 

(Cuyvers et al. 2008). 
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In addition to the base regressors I add a range of control variables – pull factors - 

associated to Dunning’s theory (1976). The difference in GDP per capita between source and 

host economies is computed in order to control for factor endowments. Investors may have 

reasons to invest due to low wages; hence, a positive relationship between difference in factor 

endowments and FDIs flows (efficiency-seeking). On the other hand, if investors are looking 

for skilled works to produce more sophisticated goods and services the relationship is than 

negative. The decision to computed the difference between country-pair GDP per capita 

income is based on the assumption that decision-makers are rational, in the sense that when 

deciding to invest in a potential host country they will compare wages in the domestic market 

with the host market (Cuyvers et al. 2008). Hence, the GDP per capita of source countries 

comes into play.  

Moreover, to further ensure unbiased estimates the regression includes the following 

control variables: trade openness; regulatory quality; FTAs, and the IMF crisis. More trade 

openness (measured in percentage of GDP) supposedly increases efficiency-led FDIs flows, 

minimizing costs linked to trade, while on the other hand it decreases market-led FDIs flows, 

and possibly outweigh (relatively) Dunning’s “location specific advantages”. Without 

investigating the economic structure of the selected host countries it is hard to expect what 

sign the coefficient will take.    

Regulatory quality is a proxy for investment profile, reflecting the perceptions of the 

ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that 

permit and promote private sector development (official formulation by WGI). Since all 

agencies that rates country and provide an index for investment profile charges their services, 

the World Governance Indicators (WGI) was the only available and reliable source. 

Furthermore, the data provided by the WGI are computed starting from 1996, causing the 

study to lose 151 observations. Sound industrial policies are without doubts providing foreign 

firms with incentives to invest in accordance to Dunning’s “location specific advantages” and 

will certainly show a positive relationship with FDIs flows (following the logic of e.g. Rodrik, 

Hwang and Hausmann (2007)). 

A dummy variable for FTAs is introduced, where FTAs between source and host 

countries are identified with the value one (1) and zero (0) if otherwise. All FTAs are 

collected in the same dummy variable. For the same reasons that were introduce for trade 

openness, FTAs, conceptually, have a negative effect on horizontal investments. However, the 

countries’ differences in GDP per capita vary substantially across the country-pairs, which 

makes it difficult to predict a certain relationship between FTAs and FDIs flows. But 

intuitively, FTAs are good for international trade, suggesting a positive relationship.   
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Finally, in order to control for the huge economic downfall many Southeast Asian 

economies experienced in the late 1990s the regression includes a dummy variable: IMF 

crisis. The impacts of the IMF crisis may have had a bigger negative impact on market-led 

FDI (horizontal) than on efficiency-led FDI (vertical). But again, on the other side, there may 

have been an increase in opportunity-led FDI due to the financial difficulties many host 

country firms encountered during the dramatic fall in output. Therefore, instinctively it may 

be a negative relationship, but in reality there may be a much more complex relationship 

between such macroeconomic instability and FDI flows. Naturally, FDI flows are not as 

sensitive and reactive as foreign portfolio investment (FPI) flows (which we tend to link to 

the IMF crisis of 1997).  

Conclusively, table 3. summarizes the variables and their expected outcome. For 

further information about the variables see the appendix.  

 
Table 3 Regressor and expected outcome 

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION EXPECTED 

OUTCOME 

GDP i (source) Level of GDP source + 

GDPj (host) Level of GDP host + 

DISTANCEij Distance between source/host - 

DIFF per CAPITAij Difference between source/host +/- 

FTAij FTA between source/host +/- 

IMF crisisi Takes value 1  +/- 

REGULATORY QUALITYi Policy ↑ private sector development + 

TRADE OPENNESSi % of GDP host +/- 

OUTPUT VOLATILITYi Instability of GDP source - 

INFLATIONi Inflation rate source - 

INFLATION VOLATILITYi Inflation rate instability source - 

OUTPUT VOLATILITYj Instability of GDP host +/- 

INFLATIONj Inflation rate host - 

INFLATION VOLATILITYj Inflation rate instability host - 

DIFF INFLij Difference between host/source - 
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3.4 Regression analysis 
The baseline regression results are depicted in Table 4 and 5 using a RE model and a 

tobit model, while robustness tests are carried out further down in table 6.  

3.4.1 RE model - Baseline regression: Macroeconomic volatility in source countries 

 

Table 4 RE Model 4.1	   4.2	   4.3	   4.4	   4.5	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  

GDP	  SOURCE	   2,17939***	   2,29671***	   2,16191***	   2,16912***	   2,08809***	  

	   (5,398)	   (5,615)	   (5,353)	   (5,371)	   (5,149)	  

GDP	  HOST	   3,96896***	   3,60784***	   3,92238***	   3,32034***	   3,71817***	  

	   (3,344)	   (3,136)	   (3,393)	   (2,993)	   (3,279)	  

DISTANCE	   -‐8,39548***	   -‐8,27923***	   -‐8,38033***	   -‐7,89458***	   -‐7,34241***	  

	   (-‐5,172)	   (-‐5,097)	   (-‐5,193)	   (-‐4,945)	   (-‐4,511)	  

DIFFERENCE	  GDP/CAP	   -‐0,296636	   0,380529	   -‐0,466206	   -‐0,138833	   -‐1,36628	  

	   (-‐0,1971)	   (0,2504)	   (-‐0,3087)	   (-‐0,09271)	   (-‐0,8189)	  

FTA	   -‐0,935446	   -‐1,18654	   -‐0,997405	   -‐0,921078	   -‐0,946896	  

	   (-‐0,3719)	   (-‐0,4691)	   (-‐0,3969)	   (-‐0,3664)	   (-‐0,3771)	  

IMF	  CRISIS	   2,06101	   1,90645	   2,29741*	   1,09892	   0,758838	  

	   (1,559)	   (1,442)	   (1,728)	   (0,7951)	   (0,5436)	  

REGULATORY	  QUALITY	   0,187062***	   0,177321**	   0,196043***	   0,230301***	   0,236306***	  

	   (2,694)	   (2,551)	   (2,816)	   (3,137)	   (3,218)	  

TRADE	  OPENNESS	   -‐0,0333346**	   -‐0,0315138*	   -‐0,0357531**	   -‐0,0361799**	   -‐0,0366415**	  

	   (-‐2,072)	   (-‐1,948)	   (-‐2,221)	   (-‐2,244)	   (-‐2,274)	  

OUTPUT	  VOL	  SOURCE	  (std)	   -‐0,647632*	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   (-‐1,854)	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

OUTPUT	  VOL	  SOURCE	  (cv)	   -‐	   -‐0,497003	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   -‐	   (-‐1,406)	   	   -‐	   -‐	  

INFL	  VOL	  SOURCE	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐2,09400**	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐2,225)	   -‐	   -‐	  

DIFFERENCE	  INFLATION	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   0,110977**	   0,108812**	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   (2,032)	   (1,994)	  

INFL	  SOURCE	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐0,724607*	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐1,663)	  

CONSTANT	   -‐78,6028**	   -‐79,1462**	   -‐75,0981**	   -‐71,1577**	   -‐70,3947**	  

	   (-‐2,503)	   (-‐2,476)	   (-‐2,424)	   (-‐2,306)	   (-‐2,284)	  

LOG	  LIKELIHOOD	   -‐3265,715	   -‐3266,452	   -‐3264,951	   -‐3265,366	   -‐3263,966	  

HAUSMAN	  TEST	   P=0,05844	   P=0,0257881	   P=0,0885493	   P=0,0498974	   P=0,0814663	  

NOTE:	  *,	  **,	  ***	  significant	  at	  10%,	  5%	  and	  1%	  risk.	   in	  brackets:	  t-‐	  ratio	  
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3.4.2 Tobit model - Baseline regression: Macroeconomic volatility in source countries 
  
 

 

 
 

Table 5 Tobit Model 5.1	   5.2	   5.3	   5.4	   5.5	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  

GDP	  SOURCE	   1,99499***	   2,09311***	   1,98628***	   1,98906***	   1,92239***	  

	   (7,122)	   (7,266)	   (7,059)	   (7,084)	   (6,761)	  

GDP	  HOST	   3,65119***	   3,43495***	   3,52962***	   3,14020***	   3,46722***	  

	   (4,628)	   (4,465)	   (4,569)	   (4,238)	   (4,471)	  

DISTANCE	   -‐6,33335***	   -‐6,29679***	   -‐6,26266***	   -‐5,95988***	   -‐5,50345***	  

	   (-‐9,057)	   (-‐8,892)	   (-‐9,029)	   (-‐8,591)	   (-‐7,430)	  

DIFFERENCE	  GDP/CAP	   0,184286	   0,735063	   0,119338	   0,339642	   -‐0,672547	  

	   (0,2085)	   (0,8361)	   (0,1347)	   (0,3941)	   (-‐0,6166)	  

FTA	   -‐1,02491	   -‐1,25830	   -‐1,06407	   -‐1,01519	   -‐1,03872	  

	   (-‐0,8879)	   (-‐1,098)	   (-‐0,9345)	   (-‐0,8856)	   (-‐0,8975)	  

IMF	  CRISIS	   1,95940**	   1,84359**	   2,09187**	   1,37502	   1,10126	  

	   (2,073)	   (1,969)	   (2,188)	   (1,419)	   (1,120)	  

REGULATORY	  QUALITY	   0,146228***	   0,138781***	   0,151780***	   0,170736***	   0,175294***	  

	   (2,972)	   (2,812)	   (3,064)	   (3,216)	   (3,314)	  

TRADE	  OPENNESS	   -‐0,0196759*	   -‐0,0180880	   -‐0,0213646*	   -‐0,0214342*	   -‐0,0216873**	  

	   (-‐1,804)	   (-‐1,643)	   (-‐1,950)	   (-‐1,946)	   (-‐1,976)	  

OUTPUT	  VOL	  SOURCE	  (std)	   -‐0,484973**	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   (-‐2,225)	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

OUTPUT	  VOL	  SOURCE	  (cv)	   -‐	   -‐0,427038**	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   -‐	   (-‐1,965)	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	  

INFL	  VOL	  SOURCE	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐1,32853**	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐2,236)	   -‐	   -‐	  

DIFFERENCE	  INFLATION	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   0,0642842*	   0,0624797	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   (1,697)	   (1,644)	  

INFL	  SOURCE	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐0,581516**	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐2,061)	  

CONSTANT	   -‐86,2209***	   -‐88,0950***	   -‐82,7633***	   -‐79,9492***	   -‐79,3309***	  

	   (-‐4,219)	   (-‐4,188)	   (-‐4,073)	   (-‐4,001)	   (-‐3,954)	  

LOG	  LIKELIHOOD	   -‐2487,045	   -‐2487,534	   -‐2486,975	   -‐2487,637	   -‐2485,743	  

	   	   	   	   	   	  

NOTE:	  *,	  **,	  ***	  significant	  at	  10%,	  5%	  and	  1%	  risk.	   186	  left-‐censored	  observations	   in	  brackets:	  z	  
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3.4.3 Robustness testing 

Table 6 RE and Tobit Model 	  	  	  RE	  MODEL	   	  	   	  TOBIT	  MODEL	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   	  6.1	   6.2	  	   6.3	  	   6.4	  	   6.5	   	   6.6	  	  

GDP	  SOURCE	   1,84393***	   1,83424***	   2,07391***	   1,77354***	   1,76877***	   1,90998***	  

	  	   (4,096)	   (4,074)	   (5,116)	   (5,509)	   (5,508)	   (6,752)	  

GDP	  HOST	   3,86288***	   3,95617***	   4,84801***	   3,52275***	   3,69026***	   4,28856***	  

	  	   (3,234)	   (3,221)	   (3,984)	   (4,395)	   (4,519)	   (5,171)	  

DISTANCE	   -‐8,44032***	   -‐8,46917***	   -‐7,90514***	   -‐6,27273***	   -‐6,38416***	   -‐5,91722***	  

	  	   (-‐4,924)	   (-‐4,896)	   (-‐4,799)	   (-‐8,692)	   (-‐8,773)	   (-‐8,064)	  

DIFF	  GDP/CAP	   -‐0,379830	   -‐0,308733	   -‐1,74792	   0,164400	   0,176174	   -‐0,973014	  

	  	   (-‐0,2412)	   (-‐0,1963)	   (-‐1,044)	   (0,1757)	   (0,1863)	   (-‐0,8867)	  

FTA	   -‐1,69853	   -‐1,61824	   -‐1,13162	   -‐1,56304	   -‐1,51184	   -‐1,15535	  

	  	   (-‐0,6364)	   (-‐0,6019)	   (-‐0,4525)	   (-‐1,269)	   (-‐1,189)	   (-‐1,008)	  

IMF	  CRISIS	   2,07475	   2,12484	   0,710363	   2,14641**	   2,15232	   1,05894	  

	  	   (1,374)	   (0,9651)	   (0,5169)	   (2,018)	   (1,425)	   (1,077)	  

REG	  QUALITY	   0,169207**	   0,140134*	   0,273750***	   0,123779**	   0,113063**	   0,201128***	  

	  	   (2,137)	   (1,912)	   (3,675)	   (2,158)	   (2,199)	   (3,764)	  

TRADE	  OPENNESS	   -‐0,0290194*	   -‐0,0260095	   -‐0,0367055**	   -‐0,0157981	   -‐0,0140044	   -‐0,0216832**	  

	  	   (-‐1,711)	   (-‐1,512)	   (-‐2,290)	   (-‐1,341)	   (-‐1,186)	   (-‐1,995)	  

OUTP	  VOL	  SOU	  (std)	   -‐	   -‐0,680653*	   -‐0,640277*	   -‐	   -‐0,498204**	   -‐0,487605**	  

	  	   -‐	   (-‐1,793)	   (-‐1,840)	   -‐	   (-‐2,087)	   (-‐2,253)	  

INFL	  SOURCE	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐0,863878**	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐0,674094**	  

	  	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐1,984)	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐2,373)	  

INFL	  VOL	  SOURCE	   -‐1,98537**	   -‐	   -‐	   -‐1,24523**	   -‐	   -‐	  

	  	   (-‐2,047)	   -‐	   -‐	   (-‐2,044)	   -‐	   -‐	  

INFL	  HOST	   -‐	   -‐	   0,212923***	   -‐	   -‐	   0,131692**	  

	   -‐	   -‐	   (2,849)	   -‐	   -‐	   (2,514)	  

OUTP	  VOL	  HOS	  (std)	   -‐	   0,0365484	   -‐	   -‐	   0,00079069	   -‐	  

	  	   -‐	   (0,1187)	   -‐	   -‐	   (0,003734)	   -‐	  

INFL	  VOL	  HOST	   0,0810937	   -‐	   -‐	   0,0227849	   -‐	   -‐	  

	   (0,7322)	   -‐	   -‐	   (0,2789)	   -‐	   -‐	  

FDI_1	   1,55617e-‐09	   1,63906e-‐09	   -‐	   1,17440e-‐09**	   1,20065e-‐09***	   -‐	  

	   (1,554)	   (1,646)	   -‐	   (2,495)	   (2,609)	   -‐	  

CONSTANT	   -‐65,0750**	   -‐66,6614**	   -‐91,5265***	   -‐76,6499***	   -‐79,6091***	   -‐94,2273***	  

	  	   (-‐2,006)	   (-‐2,031)	   (-‐2,900)	   (-‐3,569)	   (-‐3,694)	   (-‐4,550)	  

LOG	  LIKELIHOOD	   -‐3118,910	   -‐3119,457	   -‐3259,977	   -‐2368,772	   -‐2368,511	   -‐2481,578	  

HAUSMAN	  TEST	    P=0,106914	   	  P=0,0836011	   	  P=0,138676	   - - - 

NOTE:	  *,	  **,	  ***	  significant	  at	  10%,	  5%	  and	  1%risk.	     186	  left-‐censored	  observations    
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3.5 Discussion 
Firstly, the results do not vary much over the two models, suggesting that the 

estimates are more or less unbiased. 

I have taken several source country push factors linked to macroeconomic volatility 

into consideration: output volatility (measured in to ways), annual inflation rates, inflation 

volatility and the difference in annual inflation rates between country-pairs. And the results 

are not completely straightforward. 

When controlling for host countries determinants in accordance with Dunning (1988) 

I find, similarly to Rougier et al. (2012), that all indicators of macroeconomic volatility in 

source countries are determinants supposedly affecting FDI flows. Output volatility in source 

countries is significant and as presumed negatively correlated with FDI flows - a 1 % 

increase in source countries’ output volatility (measured by the coefficient of variation 

of growth) reduces FDI flows with 0,43 % in the tobit model (table 5.2). Output volatility 

in source countries measured by standard deviation was also significant and aligned with the 

latter (in both models). The empirical results are compatible with New and Post Keynesian 

theories that revolve around the investment-finance linkage - that diminishing net worth (or 

cash flow) ultimately leads to fewer investments. Intuitively, when a source country witness a 

falling or a volatile GDP during a shock, firms will simultaneously see there cash flow (or net 

worth) diminish, which makes FDI more expensive due to increased borrowing costs. 

Ultimately, FDI shrinks, as can be deducted from this study.  

On the other hand, output volatility in host countries showed no significant results, 

implying that output volatility in host countries cannot sufficiently explain location decisions, 

suggesting that this pull factor is not “strong” enough. 

Inflation rates in source countries were significant and showed, as expected, to have 

a negative relationship with FDI flows – both higher inflation rates and inflation rate 

volatility. Inflation causes uncertainty, which makes decision-making difficult for firms – it is 

harder for firms to predict market outcomes with higher level of uncertainty linked to inflation 

volatility. Inflation causes uncertainty not only around future domestic prices and interest 

rates but also on exchange rates, which in a Post Keynesian perspective forms expectations 

that guides MNC decision-making: discouraging FDI. Moreover, inflation volatility 

(uncertainty) increases transaction and information costs and entrepreneurial errors. 

Contrary to the effects of source country inflation rates, inflation rates in host 

countries showed a positive relationship with FDI inflows, which is perplexing (also true for 

inflation rate volatility albeit insignificant results). High and/or volatile inflation rates are 

commonly interpreted as a source of instability and inability of government agencies (or 
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independent central banks) to provide economic stability, in other words high and/or volatile 

inflation rates are associated with higher uncertainty and higher risk.  

The theoretical work is however not one sided; Abel (1983) for example, shows how 

variation in inflation – hence increased uncertainty – is positively correlated with investment 

if costs are convex and profit function are convex in prices. Minsky too, emphasises a positive 

correlation between investment and inflation; the correlation does however only persist for a 

while in Minsky’s “dynamic financial process” (Fazzari, Ferri and Greenberg 2006:565) (as 

previously mentioned in the theoretical section). Another study, published in the Journal of 

Post Keynesian Economics, also finds that investment and inflation are positively correlated 

(and co-integrated), and implies consistency with the interpretation that the income effect of 

inflation raises savings, the incomplete Fisher effect lowers the real cost of funds, and that 

bond price movements from inflation increase real corporate wealth, all leading to higher 

real investment, not lower (McClain and Nichols 1993:217). Such logic would predict 

increased aggregate demand; hence, reasons to increase FDI to high-inflation locations.  

Nevertheless, Fischer (2013) stresses that much of the empirical evidence points to a 

negative relationship; emphasising that both levels of inflation and volatility of inflation have 

negative effects on investments as demonstrated by Judson and Orphanides (1999). Another 

explanation regarding the results – yet a more “simple explanation” - may be that firms have 

acquired skills and knowledge in how to manage operations in high-inflation countries. There 

may also be other pulling factors that are relatively more important than increasing inflation 

rates, making it more difficult for firms to justify their keeping out from profitable markets 

(Wyk and Lal 2008). Similarly, when controlling for differences in inflation rates between 

source and host countries I find that higher difference in inflation rates between source and 

host countries have a significant and positive impact on FDI flows. These findings remain 

perplexing due to ambivalent empirical evidence and theories; nonetheless the results are 

consistent with similar studies on ASEAN countries (see e.g. Kurihara 2012). Ultimately, the 

investment-inflation linkage seems to remain an empirical question (Fischer 2013). 

The estimated coefficients are robust, when performing additional tests (robustness 

tests) and controlling for lagged FDI flows (FDI_1) the estimates remain significant and 

stabile around the same values. Worth noticing is that lagged FDI inflows are significant and 

positively correlated with FDI flows, indicating that host countries with already large amount 

of FDI flows are more likely to receive additional FDI (in the tobit model, table 6.). This can 

be interpreted as an alternative proxy to measure FDI ties among country-pairs, which may 

have a considerable impact on bilateral FDI flows. It can also be interpreted in the spirit of 

Keynes and Post Keynesian, knowing that our that individual judgement is worthless, we 
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endeavour to fall back on the judgement of the rest of the world, which is perhaps better 

informed (Keynes 1937:214).  

As expected, the results also reveal that GDP – a proxy for markets size – is 

significant and positively correlated with FDI flows, indicating that the size of the host and 

source market is a determinant of FDI flows. There is, in accordance with the literature on 

gravity models – which itself is theoretically supported by Dunning (1976) - a “mass” effect: 

the larger the economy the more FDI in- and outflows. More specifically, a 1% larger GDP in 

source countries is attributed to a 2% increase in FDI outflows while a 1% larger GDP in host 

countries is attributed to a between 3-4% increase in FDI inflows. The estimated coefficient 

for the variable representing distances among country-pairs was also in accordance with the 

model and: the larger the distance among countries the less activity among them will occur. 

The estimated coefficient was significant (in all models and regressions) and negatively 

correlated with FDI flows. 

Regulatory quality is significant and not surprisingly positively correlated with FDI 

flows, which corresponds to Dunning’s “location specific advantages”. Sound industrial 

policies is a key factor to enable market potential; industrial policies have among other things 

the ability to minimize uncertainty, information asymmetry and the costs associated to such 

imperfections (see e.g. Rodrik and Hausmann (2003)). The estimated coefficient was 

significant in all models and regressions.  

Trade openness is also significant but negatively correlated with FDI flows, 

suggesting that firms from OECD countries generally target horizontal investments in those 

ASEAN member-states13. FDI outflows and export can be interpreted as substitutes, where 

export is favoured when the host country shows a high level of trade openness and FDI is 

preferred when international trade is low (see Kimino et al. 2007)14. The negative correlation 

can suggest that firms prefer to export when host countries lower there trade barriers, 

suggesting that trade openness has the potential to outweigh Dunning’s “location specific 

advantages”.  

The difference in GDP per capita between country-pairs and FTAs were insignificant 

at all conventional significance level in all regressions, leading to the assumption that 

wages/skills and FTAs do not influence FDI flows. All FTAs were gathered under one and 

only dummy variable, which can be a reason for its lack of explanatory power. Empirical 

results have shown (Carr et al. 2011) that trade-costs have a positive impact on horizontal 

                                                
13 This is consistent with the findings of Uttama (2005) who studied US MNCs activities in the same ASEAN 
member-states as in this study. Empirical evidence showed that US MNCs preferred horizontal investments. 
14 Their empirical results were based on studying FDI inflows into Japan. 
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investments when the difference in skill (GDP per capita) between source and host countries 

is small and negative effects when the larger the skill-gap between country-pairs. The GDP 

per capita significantly varies across host countries: Malaysia’s GDP per capita is almost four 

times bigger than Indonesia’s; double the size of Thailand’s; and more than for four times 

bigger than the Philippines15. It is therefore more likely that the Philippines’s and Indonesia’s 

FDI flows should benefit from FTAs than inflows to Thailand and Malaysia, assuming that 

vertical investments dominates horizontal investments among country-pairs where the 

difference in GDP per capita is big. Consequently, I assume it to be more horizontal FDI 

flows to Malaysia and Thailand, hence, the likelihood that there can be a negative relationship 

between FDI flows and FTAs is possible.16 This reasoning is compatible with Dunning’s 

theory that firms combine their ownership specific advantages with the location specific 

advantages in order to outweigh the disadvantages of international production; where 

ownership advantages fundamentally differ depending on firms’ “origin” per capita incoming 

(and GDP). 

The IMF crisis seems to have had a positive impact on FDI flows, which is 

consistent with the literature on that subject. I.e. Chris Baker (2005) explains how restrictions 

on foreign ownership were relaxed under the supervision of the IMF causing “fire sale”-led 

FDI flow into Thailand. The IMF crisis resulted in an FDI boom: during the three years after 

the crisis more FDI flows flowed into Thailand than over the last 11 years of economic 

expansion preceding the crisis. The FDI boom was mostly a result of foreign investors buying 

collapsed domestic firms at fire-sale prices.  

 

4. Concluding remarks 

Much of the literature on FDI determinants has focused on the reasons why firms 

invest in particular countries. In previous studies, the main focus has mostly been on host 

countries’ specific characteristics - what attracts MNCs to specific countries. Research has in 

other words tended to downplay the role of source country push factors as determinants of 

FDI such as macroeconomic volatility, which is a fundamental aspect in economies. And 

when “a push factor approach” revolving around source country macroeconomic dimensions 

has been adopted, theoretical analysis have been widely neglected. This study has therefore 

attempted to investigate why and how such determinants interact with FDI flows, with focus 

                                                
15 GDP per capita mean over time for each host country: Thailand 2970 USD, Indonesia 1480 USD, Malaysia 
5675 USD and the Philippines 1374 USD. 
16 For those reasons I performed two regressions - one including only Indonesia and the Philippines and one 
with only Thailand and Malaysia - which supports this hypothesis, albeit the results were all insignificant.   
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on source countries. The role played by macroeconomic dimensions is analysed in the light of 

New and Post Keynesian theories of the investment-finance linkage and its implications for 

macroeconomics. 

The study has tested the interaction between FDI outflows and different dimensions 

of macroeconomic volatility (push factors) with structural variables (pull factors), and 

suggests an adverse relationship between macroeconomic volatility in source countries and 

their FDI outflows.  

Using a panel data with 52 country-pairs over the period 1996-2011, I find that 

output and inflation volatility in source countries are negatively correlated with FDI flows. As 

no causality tests were performed, it is not possible to make any statements about causality 

between FDI flows and macroeconomic volatility. However, as in accordance with New and 

Post Keynesian theories, I am prone to believe that macroeconomic volatility (output and 

monetary) in developed source countries causes FDI outflow volatility to developing 

countries. The evidence deriving from this study validates such assumption. Consequently, 

the empirical results suggest that push factors are stronger determinants than host country 

specific (OLI) and host country macroeconomic pull factors. Hence, financial aspects as 

articulated by Keynes are crucial for real economic activities. New and Post Keynesian 

theories serve to understand the very sources of FDI volatility while the financial accelerator 

helps to understand financial factors as a propagation of volatility/shocks.  

Nothing can with certainty be said about the propagation of instability from source to 

host country since the results are insignificant (host country output volatility); nor was it part 

of my objectives. But since many developing countries are dependent on foreign capital, it is 

highly possible that FDI inflow volatility causes macroeconomic volatility (see e.g. Rogoff et 

al. (2007). Than again, causality might run in different directions with respect to financial 

constraints/capabilities. 

Future studies with similar angle of research will have to further articulate and 

incorporate theories that explain the effects of macroeconomic volatility as a push factor.  

Firms’ “financial constraints/capabilities” could for example be incorporated within 

Dunning’s “specific ownership advantage”. On the other hand, a more extended theoretical 

framework that focuses on source country push factors is crucial in order to understand how 

push factors interacts with pull factors. In such (Keynesian) theory – that would focus on the 

“origin” of FDI flows - it would be interesting to investigate how Hofstede’s cultural 

dimensions interact with decision-making that relates to firms’ FDI activities. One of 

Hofstede’s (1984) cultural dimensions is “uncertainty avoidance” which is associated to risk 
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aversion and a low propensity to “change”, which can have impact on both FDI inflows and 

outflows.  

Furthermore, future research with intentions to explore the causality between FDI 

flows and macroeconomic volatility would find it valuable to take into account that financial 

frictions and fixed costs of entry may differ across sectors, thus controlling for different 

sectors. Moreover, it could be interesting to investigate how macroeconomic volatility 

interacts with FDI flows when controlling for expansions and recessions in source and host 

countries. And in the spirit of Méon and Sekkat (2012) it could also be valuable to add the 

dimension of “Keynes’s animal spirits” (global FDI flows and not only lagged country pair 

flows) into the model.  

As shown in previous works, FDI is an important source of economic growth, but it 

also holds the ability/potential to channel macroeconomic instability. For those reasons it is 

essential for policy-makers to implement sound and stabilizing policies to promote increasing 

or constant FDI flows. 
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Appendix: 
   Table 7 Description of variables 

Variables Description of variables Data Sources 

ln FDIij Value in US Dollars of FDI from 

source country to host country 

OECD 

ln GDPi source GDP in thousands of US Dollars World Bank 

ln GDPj host GDP in thousands of US Dollars World Bank 

ln Difference in GDP 

per Capitaij 

Difference in GDP per Capita 

between source and host country 

World Bank 

ln Distanceij Distance in Km between source and 

host country 

CEPII 

Common language Takes the value of 1 or 0 CEPII 

Regulatory Quality Score of risk to FDI Worldwide Governance 

Indicators 

Openness  Trade % of GDP World Bank 

Inflation  Of host and source country in 

nominal value 

World Bank 

Real exchange rate Annual average World Bank 

Volatility host and 

source 

Coefficient of variation of GDP Author’s calculation 

(World Bank) 

IMF Crisis Value 1 or 0 Author’s calculation 

FTA Value 1 or 0 UNESCAP 

FDI one year lag In Dollars OECD 

Difference in Inflation 

rateij 

GDP deflator World Bank 

Inflation rateij CPI  World Bank 

Deflation periods host Value 1 or 0 Author’s calculation 

(World Bank) 

Definition: Country j (host) and country i (source) 
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Table 8 Descriptive Statistics 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 Mean Minimum Maximum St. Deviation 

lnFDIij 10,887 -21,545 22,667 13,864 

lnGDPi 27,547 25,193 30,338 1,2467 

lnGDPj 25,757 24,719 27,464 0,57678 

lnDIFF p/CAPij 10,233 8,3510 11,302 0,43002 

lnDISTANCE 9,0717 7,8693 9,6916 0,37398 

lnCV GROWTHi 4,1079 -0,19873 9,4299 1,4668 

lnCV GROWTHj 3,5347 0,87260 8,3664 1,5453 

St.d VOLi 1,5386 0,032877 9,1593 1,4209 

St.d VOLj 2,5038 0,17561 11,238 2,7428 

St.d INFLi 0,72027 0,052874 3,5247 0,54542 

St.d INFLj 2,7906 0,10750 29,624 5,3424 

INFLi 2,0007 -1,3467 7,5121 1,2833 

INFLj 5,7643 -0,84572 58,387 6,9555 

DIFF INFLij 5,2912 -10,981 75,664 9,2848 

OPENNESS 114,40 45,512 220,41 52,029 

REG. QUALITY 54,668 20,588 72,549 12,389 

FDIij (US Dollar) 2,1027e+08 -2,2740e+09 6,9837e+09 5,3459e+08 

 
Table 9 Countries in the sample 

Countries in the sample (Host countries in bold) 

USA Germany Italy Australia Indonesia 

Japan France Denmark  Thailand 

Netherlands  Finland UK  Philippines 

Switzerland South Korea Austria  Malaysia  

 


